Chinese New Year Writing Activity
Write a sentence about each of the Chinese New Year pictures.
Use the key words in the box to help you.

animals

first

sound it out
finger spaces

race

Jade Emperor

full stop
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Chinese New Year Writing Activity
Write a sentence about each of the Chinese New Year pictures.
Use the key words in the box to help you.

dragon dance

celebrate

sound it out
finger spaces

fireworks

sky

full stop
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Chinese New Year Writing Activity
Write a sentence about each of the Chinese New Year pictures.
Use the key words in the box to help you.

paper lantern

money

sound it out
finger spaces

envelope

full stop
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Chinese New Year
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pig

2021 Year of the Ox
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The Chinese
New Year
Story

A long time ago, in China, 12
animals were arguing. Every animal
wanted the New Year to be named
after them.

The animals made so much
noise the Emperor of China
heard them.

The Emperor’s daughter decided
to help. ”Why are you all
arguing?” she asked.

“I want the New Year to be named after me!”
roared Tiger

“So do I!” squeaked Rat.
“I’m the strongest,
it should be me!”.
bellowed Ox.

Rabbit twitched his nose
“Can it be me?” he asked.

“I want it named after
me!” said Dragon,
adding some fire for
good luck.
“Sssso do I!” hissed
Snake as he slithered
across the ground.

“Neigh Lad, it should be me!”
whinnied Horse.

“I give you my wool, it should
be me!” bleated Ram
“It should be me, it
should be me, it…Oh a
banana!” chattered
Monkey
“I am first every morning,
nobody would get up if I wasn’t
around. It should be me!” crowed
Rooster adding a “Cock-aDoodle-Doo” for good measure.

“I’m a Chinese Crested
so it should be me”
barked Dog bowing to
the Emperor and his
daughter.

“ Me! Me! Can it be me?”
squealed Pig, waving a
pink trotter in the air.

The Emperor’s daughter was very
clever. She suggested that the
animals should have a race across
the river.
“The New Year will be
named after the
winning animal.”

All the animals said “Yes!” They
waited on the bank of the river for
the race to begin.

“Ready,
steady, go!”
All the animals jumped into the
river and swam as fast as they
could to reach the other side.

Ox quickly took the lead,
but clever Rat jumped on
his back!

As Ox reached the other side, Rat
jumped onto the grassy bank.

“I am the
winner!”
“Is that
allowed?”

“Well Done,” said the Emperor and his daughter.

“The New Year
will be called
the Year of
the rat”

Next came Ox, Tiger and then Rabbit.

After that Dragon, Snake and Horse arrived.

Then came Ram, Monkey, Rooster, Dog and finally
Pig.

When all the animals had
finished the race. The
Emperor’s daughter had an
idea…

“You have all worked
hard. Let us name the
next eleven years after
the other animals who
finished the race!”

From that day each New Year has been named
after one of the twelve animals.

Chinese Zodiac Order
1. Rat
2. Ox
3. Tiger
4. Rabbit
5. Dragon
6. Snake

7. Horse
8. Ram
9. Monkey
10.Rooster
11.Dog
12.Pig

Independence and Life skills

1. Can you number the skills from 1 -20 in the boxes
2. How many can you do already by yourself?
3. Can you pick one that you can’t do and learn to do this during
Lockdown? It may be hard but ask for help and see if you can do it.
4. Let us know how you get on with the task.

Job coach resource/LB/2020

Independence and Life skills
Foundation students - Activity
Normally we would be working in our Premier Inn Hotel and learning some of the
skills on the document attached.
For this weeks task I would like you to:

Watch this video and have a go at towel folding, it’s a bit of fun but you never know
one day you might want to work/or visit a posh hotel!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgdGlCRXipw
Please send in your photos, we’d love to see your towel animals

Some of our students attempts in
2018 visit to the Hilton
Metropole hotel

Job coach resource/LB/2020

These fun activities are a bit like the ones you
could do at a Panathlon event. Why not give
them a go with other people at home?

PARACHUTE
POPCORN

You will need:
• lots of soft objects like cuddly toys, soft balls and
rolled-up socks
• a blanket or bed sheet
• a few containers (bucket, washing-up bowl, empty
plant pots)

• Find a large enough space to play this game, where you won’t risk
breaking anything or bumping into objects around you. If you can safely
play in the garden, that is the best place.
• Lay your blanket on the ground and place all the soft objects in the
middle.
• Each person playing now holds on to a part of the side of the blanket
and everyone carefully lifts it up to around waist height.
• One person shouts “GO!” and everyone shakes the blanket as much as
possible until all the soft objects have ”popped” off into the air and
landed on the ground!
• Now try to collect all the soft objects in as quickly as possible and put
them into the containers. You could have different containers for
different types of object or have a container
each and try to collect as many as
you can. Be careful not to bump
into other people or objects
around you.

www.panathlon.com | www.sendactive.org
Panathlon Foundation Ltd is a Registered Charity: 1072638.
SEND Active CIC is a Registered Community Interest Company: 9370611

These fun activities are a bit like the ones you
could do at a Panathlon event. Why not give
them a go with other people at home?

SKITTLES

You will need:
• as many plastic or paper cups as you can find
• a ball or rolled-up pair of socks

• Place the cups upside down on the floor.
• Using a ball or rolled-up sock, try to knock the cups over from a short
distance, by throwing or rolling.
• As you get better at knocking the cups over,
you can move further away or try making the
target smaller.

TABLE CRICKET

You will need:
• a table
• soft ball or rolled-up socks
• paper, pens and tape

• Draw some cricket fielders (or print out the one provided) and write
some numbers on some pieces of paper and then stick these around the
edges of an empty table (make sure you ask permission from an adult).
• The bowler rolls a soft ball or rolled-up pair of socks from one end, over
the table towards the batter at the other end,
who then uses their hands (or similar) to hit
the ball/socks.
• The aim is to score as many “runs” as possible
by hitting the ball/socks over the numbers,
avoiding the “fielders” who will “catch”
you out

www.panathlon.com | www.sendactive.org
Panathlon Foundation Ltd is a Registered Charity: 1072638.
SEND Active CIC is a Registered Community Interest Company: 9370611

Chinese New Year
What is Chinese New Year?

Chinese New Year is celebrated every year by millions of Chinese people and is the
longest and most important holiday for a lot of Asian countries, such as China,
Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia. It has also become a very popular celebration
for people all over the world with many visiting their local Chinatown to take
part in the festivities.
Chinese New Year doesn’t happen on the same day each year, nor is it on what
you might know as New Year’s Day (January 1st). It usually falls somewhere
between 21st January and the 19th February. In 2021, Chinese New Year falls
on Friday 12th February.

Celebrations
There are certain traditions that are very likely to occur at a Chinese New Year
celebration. Here are just a few:
Red Envelopes: The colour red is very lucky to the Chinese as it represents
fortune, good luck and joy. People give each other money in small, decorated
red envelopes. It is usually older people who give them to the young in amounts
of even numbers.
Firecrackers: Firecrackers are usually made of lots of red paper rolls strung
together. When lit, they explode very quickly, one after the other, and create
loud popping noises as well as a cloud of red paper shards in the air. However,
they are quite dangerous and have been banned in a lot of countries, except for
some villages in China.
Lion and Dragon Dances: These dances are often
performed by skilled acrobats under the lion and
dragon costumes. Loud music, consisting of drums
and cymbals, is also played to chase away the
evil spirits and bad luck. The dragon dance is
often the highlight of a parade in a Chinatown
and people flock to see the magnificent show.
Spring Cleaning and Paying Back Money: It
is believed that spring cleaning your home will
sweep away the bad fortune of the old year and
any money should be paid back to anyone who it is
owed to.
Food and Families: Food is very important at this time
of year. Chicken and prawns represent happiness whilst
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Chinese New Year
noodles represent long life. Dumplings are also eaten. Like Christmas, friends
and family all gather together to eat and enjoy each other’s company.

Legends

It is said that Chinese New Year started a very long time ago when the Chinese
people were being hounded by a strange beast called the ‘Nian’. The Nian would
visit every New Year’s day to gobble up all their animals, crops and even people!
Scared and frightened, the villagers left food outside their houses for the Nian,
in the hope that it would leave them be once it had been fed.
One day, the villagers noticed that the Nian was afraid of a small child wearing
the colour red. From that day on, red lanterns, firecrackers and scrolls were used
to frighten the Nian away and it never came back.
The Chinese Zodiac and its 12 animals all link to certain years of the Lunar
calendar. Last year (2020) was the year of the rat, 2021 is the year of the ox
and 2022 will be the year of the tiger.
In a very famous legend, these animals all came to be ranked by a race they
all took part in by crossing a river. The rat won the race through trickery and
people who are born in the year of the rat are said to be very clever.
From first to last, the animals finished in this order: rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon,
snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig.
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Comprehension

Chinese New Year

1. When is Chinese New Year in 2021? Tick one.
1st January
12th February
5th February
19th February
2. Name two countries where Chinese New Year is celebrated.

3. What does the colour red represent in Chinese tradition?

4. Why do you think people like to pay back any money that they owe before the start of a
new year?


5. Why are prawns, chicken and noodles eaten at Chinese New Year?


6. How did the villagers stop Nian?


7. According to the Chinese Zodiac, 2022 is the year of the…? Tick one.
tiger
dog
pig
dragon
8. Would you like to experience Chinese New Year? Why?
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Answers
1.

Chinese New Year

When is Chinese New Year in 2021? Tick one.
1st January
12th February
5th February
19th February

2. Name two countries where Chinese New Year is celebrated.
Accept any two of China, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia.
3. What does the colour red represent in Chinese tradition?
In Chinese tradition, the colour red represents fortune, good luck and joy.
4. Why do you think people like to pay back any money that they owe before the start of a
new year?
Pupils’ own responses, such as: ‘I think people like to pay back money they owe before
the start of a new year because then they can start fresh without anything owing from
the previous year. They don’t have any debt ready for the new year.’
5. Why are prawns, chicken and noodles eaten at Chinese New Year?
Chicken and prawns are eaten as they represent happiness and noodles are eaten
because they represent long life.
6. How did the villagers stop Nian?
The villagers noticed that Nian was afraid of the colour red. Therefore, the next time the
monster appeared they used red lanterns, firecrackers and scrolls to scare Nian away
and it never returned.
7. According to the Chinese Zodiac, 2022 is the year of the…? Tick one.
tiger
dog
pig
dragon
8. Would you like to experience Chinese New Year? Why?
Pupils’ own responses, such as ‘I would like to experience Chinese New Year because
it sounds exciting and colourful. I would particularly like to see the lion and dragon
dances in a parade as there is loud music and the text says it is ‘magnificent’ to see.’
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Chinese New Year
What is Chinese New Year?

Chinese New Year is celebrated every year by millions of Chinese people. In
addition, it has now become a very popular event for people of all cultures and
races. Many communities flock to their local Chinatown to witness the joyful
festivities and it is the longest and most important holiday for a lot of Asian
countries, such as China, Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia.
Chinese New Year doesn’t happen on the same day as the Western New Year’s
Day. This is because it is worked out according to the first day of the Chinese
Lunar calendar, which means the year is determined by the movements of the
sun and moon. The celebration falls between 21st January and the 19th
February.In 2021, Chinese New Year falls on Friday 12th February.

Celebrations

There are certain traditions that are very likely to occur at a Chinese New Year
celebration. Here are just a few:
Red Envelopes: The colour red is very lucky to the Chinese as it symbolises
fortune, good luck and joy. People give each other money in small, decorated
red envelopes. It is usually older people who give them to the young in amounts
of even numbers.
Firecrackers: Firecrackers are traditionally made of lots of red paper rolls strung
together. When lit, they explode very quickly, one after the other, and create
loud popping noises as well as a cloud of red paper shards in the air. However,
they are quite dangerous and have been banned in a lot of countries, except for
some rural villages in China.
Lion and Dragon Dances: These dances are often performed by skilled acrobats
under the lion and dragon costumes. The dance is accompanied by loud music
consisting of drums and cymbals to chase away the evil spirits and bad luck.
The dragon dance is often the highlight of a parade in a Chinatown and people
flock to see the magnificent show!
Spring Cleaning and Debt: It is believed that spring cleaning your home will
sweep away the bad fortune of the old year and any debts should be settled
before the new one.
Food and Families: Food is quite symbolic at this time of year. Chicken and
prawns represent happiness whilst noodles represent long life. Dumplings are
also eaten. Like Christmas, friends and family all gather together to eat and
enjoy each other’s company.
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Legends

It is said that Chinese New Year started in ancient times, when the Chinese
people were hounded by a mythical beast called the ‘Nian’. The Nian would visit
every New Year’s day to gobble up all their livestock, crops and even people!
Scared and tormented, the villagers left food outside their houses for the Nian,
in the hope that it would leave them be once it had been fed.
One day, the villagers noticed that the Nian was afraid of a small child wearing
the colour red. From that day on, red lanterns, firecrackers and scrolls were used
to frighten the Nian away and it never came back!
The Chinese Zodiac and its 12 animals all link to certain years of the Lunar
calendar. Last year (2020) was the year of the rat, 2021 is the year of the ox
and 2022 will be the year of the tiger.
These animals all came to be ranked by a legendary race they all took part in
by crossing a river. The rat won the race through trickery and people who are
born in the year of the rat are said to be very cunning.
From first to last, the animals finished in this order: rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon,
snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig.

Your Celebrations

It is very likely that your local community will be holding some sort of celebration
for Chinese New Year. Have you ever watched a dragon dance? If not, do you
think you will this year?
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Comprehension

Chinese New Year

1. Name two countries where Chinese New Year is celebrated?


2. What day of the week is Chinese New Year in 2021? Tick one.
Monday
Friday
Wednesday
Thursday
3. Look at the Celebrations section.
Find and copy one word which means the same as talented.

4. Why is it a popular tradition to tidy your home for Chinese New Year?

5. In your own words, explain the legend of how Chinese New Year began.




6. According to the Chinese Zodiac, 2021 is the year of the…? Tick one.
dragon
pig
dog
ox
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Chinese New Year

7. Why is Chinese New Year not on the same day as the Western New Year? Use evidence from
the text to support your answer.



8. Choose two Chinese New Year traditions and explain how they are symbolic.





9. Would you like to experience Chinese New Year? Why?
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Answers

Chinese New Year

1. Name two countries where Chinese New Year is celebrated?
Accept any two of China, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia.
2. What day of the week is Chinese New Year in 2021? Tick one.
Monday
Friday
Wednesday
Thursday
3. Look at the Celebrations section.
Find and copy one word which means the same as talented.
skilled
4. Why is it a popular tradition to tidy your home for Chinese New Year?
In Chinese tradition, it is believed that cleaning your home for New Year will sweep
away any bad fortune of the previous year.
5. In your own words, explain the legend of how Chinese New Year began.
Pupils’ own responses, such as ‘According to Chinese legend, a village was attacked by
a monster called the Nian, which ate their food, livestock and people. The villagers left
food out for it but noticed that it was scared of a child wearing red. They then used red
lanterns, scrolls and firecrackers to scare away the Nian and it never returned.’
6. According to the Chinese Zodiac, 2021 is the year of the…? Tick one.
dragon
pig
dog
ox
7. Why is Chinese New Year not on the same day as the Western New Year? Use evidence from
the text to support your answer.
Pupils’ own responses, such as ‘Chinese New Year is not on the same day as the Western
New Year’s Day because it is worked out according to the first day of the Chinese Lunar
calendar. This means the year is determined by the movements of the sun and moon.’
8. Choose two Chinese New Year traditions and explain how they are symbolic.
Any two from:
• Giving red envelopes containing money – symbolises good luck, fortune and joy.
• Lion and dragon dances – the music is to scare away any evil spirits and bad luck.
• Spring cleaning your home – gets rid of any bad fortune from the previous year.
• Food – chicken and prawns represent happiness and noodles represent long life.
9. Would you like to experience Chinese New Year? Why?
Pupils’ own responses, such as ‘I would like to experience Chinese New Year because
it sounds exciting and colourful. I would particularly like to see the lion and dragon
dances in a parade as there is loud music and the text says it is ‘magnificent’ to see.’
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Chinese New Year

What is Chinese New Year?

Chinese New Year is celebrated every year by millions of Chinese people. In
addition, it has now become a very popular event for people of all cultures and
races. Many communities flock to their local Chinatown to witness the joyful
festivities and it is the longest and most important holiday for a lot of Asian
countries, such as China, Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia.
Chinese New Year doesn’t happen on the same day as the Western New Year’s
Day. This is because it is worked out according to the first day of the Chinese
Lunar calendar, which means the year is determined by the movements of the
sun and moon. The celebration falls between 21st January and the 19th February.
In 2021, Chinese New Year falls on Friday 12th February.

Celebrations
There are certain traditions that are very likely to occur at a Chinese New Year
celebration. Here are just a few:
Red Envelopes: The colour red is very lucky to the Chinese as it symbolises
fortune, good luck and joy. People give each other money in small, decorated
red envelopes. It is usually older people who give them to the young in amounts
of even numbers. The Chinese think that even numbers are luckier than odd
numbers. But, the even number 4 is also thought of as bad luck.
Firecrackers: Firecrackers are traditionally made of lots of red paper rolls strung
together. When lit, they explode very quickly, one after the other, and create
loud popping noises as well as a cloud of red paper shards in the air. However,
they are quite dangerous and have been banned in a lot of countries, except for
some rural villages in China.
Lion and Dragon Dances: These dances are often performed by skilled acrobats
under the lion and dragon costumes. Like lions and dragons, these costumes are
enormous, and lots of people can fit underneath them. The dance is accompanied
by loud music consisting of drums and cymbals to chase away the evil spirits
and bad luck. The dragon dance is often the highlight of a parade in a Chinatown
and people flock to see the magnificent show!
Spring Cleaning and Debt: It is believed that spring cleaning your home will
sweep away the bad fortune of the old year and any debts should be settled
before the new one ready for a fresh start to the new year.
Food and Families: Food is quite symbolic at this time of year. Chicken and
prawns represent happiness whilst noodles represent long life. Dumplings are
also eaten. Like Christmas, friends and family all gather together to eat and
enjoy each other’s company.
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Chinese New Year

Legends

It is said that Chinese New Year started in ancient times, when the Chinese
people were hounded by a mythical beast called the ‘Nian’. The Nian would visit
every New Year day to gobble up all their livestock, crops and even people!
Scared and tormented, the villagers left food outside their houses for the Nian,
in the hope that it would leave them be once it had been fed.
One day, the villagers noticed that the Nian was afraid of nothing but a small
child wearing the colour red. From that day on, red lanterns, firecrackers and
scrolls were used to frighten the Nian away and it never came back!
Each Chinese year is named after one of the
12 animals on the Chinese Zodiac. The
zodiac is a repeating 12-year cycle
and is shown as a wheel, split into
12 sections, each containing an
animal. The Chinese Zodiac
and its 12 animals all link
to certain years of the Lunar
calendar. Last year (2020)
was the year of the rat,
2021 is the year of the ox
and 2022 will be the year of
the tiger.
These animals all came to
be ranked by a legendary race
they all took part in by crossing a
river. The rat won the race through
trickery and people who are born in the
year of the rat are said to be very cunning.
From first to last, the animals finished in this order: rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon,
snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig.

Your Celebrations

It is very likely that your local community will
be holding some sort of celebration for Chinese
New Year. Have you ever watched a dragon
dance? If not, do you think you will this year?
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Comprehension

Chinese New Year

1. Which dates does Chinese New Year fall between? Tick one.
1st January and 1st February
21st January and 5th February
21st January and 19th February
1st January and 19th February
2. Why is Chinese New Year not on the same day every year?




3. Why is red a significant colour in Chinese culture? Use evidence from the text to support
your answer.




4. Why is money given in even amounts?




5. Why do you think lions and dragons are used for the dance in the parade rather than
animals such as rabbits, cats and dogs?
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6. In your own words, explain the legend of how Chinese New Year began.




7. According to the Chinese Zodiac, 2021 is the year of the…?


8. What personality trait are people who are born in the year of the rat said to have? Tick one.
cunning
kind
unkind
energetic
9. Using the illustration of the Chinese zodiac, what animal was the year you were born in?

10. Which part of Chinese New Year would you most like to experience? Why?
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Answers

Chinese New Year

1. Which dates does Chinese New Year fall between? Tick one.
1st January and 1st February
21st January and 5th February
21st January and 19th February
1st January and 19th February
2. Why is Chinese New Year not on the same day every year?
Chinese New Year is not on the same day every year because it is worked out according
to the first day of the Chinese Lunar calendar. This means the year is determined by the
movements of the sun and moon.
3. Why is red a significant colour in Chinese culture? Use evidence from the text to support your
answer.
The colour red is very lucky to the Chinese as it symbolises fortune, good luck and joy.
It is also the colour that, according to legend, scared away the Nian beast, ensuring the
safety of the village.
4. Why is money given in even amounts?
Money is given in even amounts because odd numbers are believed to be bad luck in
Chinese culture.
5. Why do you think lions and dragons are used for the dance in the parade rather than
animals such as rabbits, cats and dogs?
Lions and dragons are the most commonly used animals as part of the Chinese New Year
parade dance as these costumes are bigger allowing more people to fit underneath them.
Lions and dragons are big, fierce creatures, they can scare away evil spirits and bad luck.
6. In your own words, explain the legend of how Chinese New Year began.
Pupils’ own responses, such as ‘According to Chinese legend, a village was attacked by a
monster called the Nian, which ate their food, livestock and people. The villagers left food
out for it but noticed that it was scared of a girl wearing red. They then used red lanters,
scrolls and firecrackers to scare away the Nian and it never returned.’
7. According to the Chinese Zodiac, 2021 is the year of the…?
2020 is the year of the ox.
8. What personality trait are people who are born in the year of the rat said to have? Tick one.
cunning
kind
unkind
energetic
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Chinese New Year
9. Using the illustration of the Chinese zodiac, what animal was the year you were born in?
Pupils answers will vary depending on date of birth.
10. Which part of Chinese New Year would you most like to experience? Why?
Pupils’ own responses, such as ‘I would like to experience the lion and dragon dances at
Chinese New Year because I think it would be wonderful to see the costumes as well as
hear the loud music. The text says that the parade is a ‘magnificent show.’
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Please send any photos, videos or
feedback to tracey.smith@hereward.ac.uk

